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What’s in this book and why should I read it? 
 
Zero To Booked is a shortcut to success in the lash industry. I have been 
in the lash industry nearly a decade and been in business all my life and 
the lessons you’re going to learn have taken me a lifetime to discover. 
 
The Zero To Booked book is a condensed short version of what I have 
learned that you can use and implement right now and drastically grow 
your lash business even if you’re starting from scratch… 
 
However, this book will not teach you lash skills, but it will make you a 
better lash artist.  
 
It won’t teach you to become a marketing guru, but it will give you the 
framework to become an incredibly smart marketer and position 
yourself as the expert in your area.  
 
This isn’t a business manual, but it will give you concepts and systems 
that will allow you to thrive in any industry, especially the lash industry! 
 
And here’s what we’re about to cover: 

 
1. THE SECRET FORMULA: WHO, WHERE AND WHAT OFFER 
2. DESIGNING YOUR IDEAL CLIENT  
3. THE ULTIMATE LASH FUNNEL 
4. ZERO TO BOOKED FAST START GUIDE 
5. WHAT’S NEXT? 
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THE SECRET FORMULA 
 
I’ve been in business nearly all my life and there is one constant after all 
these years. And that is, there is a formula for success in business, no 
matter what industry you’re in. It’s a very simple one, but it’s incredibly 
powerful. And I’m going to give it to you right now at the beginning of 
your new career!  
 
 
THE SECRET FORMULA: 
 

WHO + WHERE + WHAT OFFER + BEST RESULT = SUCCESS 
 
1. WHO is my ideal client?  
2. WHERE is my ideal client? 
3. WHAT INCREDIBLE OFFER can I use to attract my ideal client 

effortlessly? 
4. What is the BEST RESULT I can GIVE my ideal client? 
 
If you can answer these very simple questions and keep them top of 
mind as you’re running your lash business, you will have success! 
 
If you take the time to design your ideal client and decide exactly who 
you want to serve, you’ll know exactly where to find them! And once 
you know where to look and find them, what incredible offer or bait 
can you use to attract them?  Once you’ve determined that, you’ll have 
an endless list of potential clients looking for you! And lastly, choose 
the best result you can or want to give your ideal clients. If you can give  
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your ideal client the best result possible at the right price point, you 
have a recipe for success! 
 
But before we dive in any deeper, I want to tell you a quick story.  
 
Years ago, I was a fishing guide in northern Canada at Great Slave Lake. 
This is one of the largest freshwater lakes in the entire world, hundreds 
of miles across and up to 2,000 feet deep. We would have guests come 
from all over the world, just to have the chance to catch some of the 
largest Northern Pike found anywhere on the planet. My job as a guide 
was to take the guests out on the lake and help them catch these 
massive fish. 
 
But there was one problem… 
 
I could drive my guests all over the lake and not catch one northern 
pike unless I know exactly where to find them.  
 
And if I did find them, I need to know the best hook to use to catch 
them…  
 
Just like the secret formula above, I needed to know WHO I was after, 
WHERE to find them and WHAT BAIT to use to attract them effortlessly.  
 
Obviously, my WHO was the Northern Pike. Then I needed to learn 
WHERE to find them. Great Slave Lake is enormous but just like 
anything, if you spend enough time researching, you can pinpoint their 
exact location. In this case, the Northern Pike were mostly located in 
the shallow northern bays of the lake.  
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Once I discovered where to find them, I needed to learn WHAT BAIT I 
could use to attract them effortlessly. I did a little research and found 
out they loved to eat white fish. A small fish that is white and metallic 
looking.  
 
So I decided to try a hook that resembled a white fish and mimics their 
exact movement in the water.  
 
The result… 
 
The northern pike went crazy for it. They would literally fight each 
other over it! 
 
Once I spent the time and discovered my secret formula to catching 
northern pike, helping my guests catch their once in a lifetime trophy 
fish (BEST RESULT POSSIBLE) was incredibly easy!  
 
But it was only possible, because I took the time to do the research. 
 
I could’ve literally spent years of trial and error on that lake, wasting 
tons of time and money boating all over, looking for the Northern Pike 
and then spent more time trying all sorts of hooks and I obviously 
would have had very little success getting my guests the results they 
were looking for.  
 
But by taking the time in the beginning and learning a system that 
produces dependable results over and over I had complete confidence 
that I could help every guest that ever visited. Even those that knew 
nothing about fishing!  
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And that is what I would like to do for you. I’d like to be your guide and 
help you design your own secret formula for success.  To help you  
discover WHO your ideal client is, WHERE to find them and WHAT 
INCREDIBLE OFFER you can use to attract them effortlessly!  
 
How’s that sound?  
 
Awesome! 
 
Firstly, and most importantly, we need to learn WHO is your ideal 
client, so let’s dive in! 
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DESIGNING YOUR IDEAL CLIENT  
 
Now that you understand the secret formula, the very first thing we 
need to do is determine your WHO (IDEAL CLIENT) as you are going to 
build your entire business and marketing around them. Your ideal 
client, is also going to determine your prices, look and feel of your 
business.  
 
This concept is crucial, to your success. For your lash business to have 
incredible success we need a steady stream of clients paying you, for 
the best results possible. But first, to have paying customers, we need 
to find these clients. And in order to find these clients we need to 
answer a few questions to create or design your IDEAL CLIENT. 
 
We’re going to get to that, but first I want you to wrap your head 
around something… 
 
You need to understand exactly WHO your audience IS, and WHO it 
ISN’T! If you’re trying to appeal to everyone, you’re not going to appeal 
to anyone. 
 
Also, your ideal client should be someone who you want to hang out 
with, because you are going to spend a lot of time with them and get to 
know them. You don’t want to spend time with clients you don’t enjoy. 
Period. You will not enjoy coming to your lash studio every day if you 
don’t enjoy spending time with your clients, especially long term.  
 
This is for you to decide and this can change over time, but you must 
always have an ideal client in mind. You can determine whether you are  
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going to offer a high end experience to a more affluent audience or a 
different type of experience to middle income or lower income 
clientele, and so on. Each has a place and you can make a great deal of 
money with whatever clientele you choose.  
 
Once you have your ideal client firmly in your sights you can start to 
design your business around them. 
 
You are then going to design your message, so you are speaking directly 
to them. You are going to decorate your lash studio to suit their taste. 
Your ideal client will determine your lash menu price points depending 
on their income and spending habits. You will design your clients 
“experience” around their preferences and personality.  
 
And you will also want to design your branding, your website, Facebook 
page, business cards, pamphlets, etc…to suit them, so that everything is 
congruent in their experience, from their first glance at your website to 
walking in to your lash studio for the first time. It should all flow.  
 
Also, once you have your ideal client identified you will know exactly 
where to find them!  
 
This is extremely important and one aspect almost all lash businesses 
miss. There’s a large amount of money, time and resources spent trying 
to acquire customers who simply aren’t the “ideal client” and not the 
right target audience. They don’t want to come to you and more 
importantly you don’t want them as clients.  
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I want to give you a perfect example of this in action. 
 
Here in my city a lot of businesses still use really traditional marketing 
strategies and so a lot of them still use radio as a major marketing 
avenue. Firstly, radio is very expensive. Secondly, it’s impossible to 
track who hears it, when they hear it and what customers it brings in. 
And third, after your radio ads air, they can never be heard again. They 
are gone forever! But for whatever reason, a ton of business still use it 
here.  
 
I was at a business meeting with other local business owners and we 
were discussing marketing and I asked this one business owner about 
her marketing and she said she used the radio predominately. I should 
also mention she owns a women’s clothing store.  
 
I asked her why she used the radio? And she really couldn’t answer me 
other than because she always had and that she thought it works. 
 
I asked her who her main customer was. Of course she just said 
women, but I wanted to know more.  
 
I asked her what age? What income do they make? Do they have kids? 
How old are her kids and where do they go to school? What community 
groups do they belong to? What do they do for a career? What kind of 
car do they drive?  
 
You get the point… 
 
She had never really thought about it. She never took the time to 
design her ideal client. 
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And then I asked her to describe her favorite group of clients. Her top 
20 percent that brought in probably 80 percent in sales. (The 80/20 
rule) And she went about telling the group all the different traits this 
group had and did a pretty job of describing her target audience.  
 
Then I asked, do they listen to the radio?  
 
And she said, well… probably not. Most of these clients are middle aged 
with good jobs and drive newer vehicles with satellite radio in them 
already… And probably didn’t listen to the radio station that she was 
advertising on anyway. 
 
Then she had an “Ah Ha” moment…. Why am I paying every month for 
radio ads when my ideal client doesn’t even listen to the radio! 
 
And this happens all the time. From radio, to print, Facebook, 
Instagram, Google ads, etc… 
 
You must always look at your business through your ideal client’s eyes 
and learn WHERE your ideal client spends their time.   
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DESIGNING YOUR IDEAL CLIENT WORKSHEET 
 
This will help you design your Ideal Client. By the time you’ve filled in 
the blanks, you’ll know exactly WHO your ideal client is, have a better 
understanding of WHERE to find them and how to price your services 
accordingly. Defining your ideal client determines the look and feel of 
your entire business and ultimately your success.  
 
In order to create a very vivid picture of your ideal client we need to 
know the following: 
 
1. What is the age of your ideal client? Circle which age class best 

describes your ideal client 
a. 18-25 
b. 26-30 
c. 31-35 
d. 36-40 
e. 41-45 
f. 46-50 
g. 51-60 
h. 60+ 

 
2. Where does your ideal client work? What industry? Or Industries? 
It’s ok if you have 3-5 different careers written down 
 
 
3. What is your ideal client’s income? 
Try to be specific. You might have to do some research. 
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4. Does your ideal client have income to spend on extras?  
For example, do they go to the gym, eat out, vacation, how do they 
dress, get their nails and hair done often. List as many “extras” as 
possible to determine how qualified your ideal client is. 
 
 
 
5. Where do they live in your area?  
Another important factor to consider. Does your ideal clients live in a 
very specific area or are they located throughout the city or area? If 
your potential audience lives across town and has to commute a half 
hour or hour to you, you might be best served renting a location in their 
area versus having them travel to you.  
 
 
 
6. What hobbies do they have? 
 
 
7. Do they have kids? What schools do their kids go to? 
 
 
8. Are you clients active on social media? Which platform do they use 

the most?  
In my experience younger clients are more active on Instagram, twitter, 
snapchat while older clients are more active on Facebook, Linked In. 
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9. Is your ideal client part of any Facebook groups, organizations, 

unions, etc.… ?  
List what “groups” they belong to.  
 
 
 
10. What does their daily schedule look like?  
This is an extremely important question. I have seen many lash artists 
not take this into account for their ideal client and this alone has made 
a tremendous impact on their business, simply by switching their 
booking times around to accommodate their ideal client.   

- For example, if your ideal client works 9 to 5pm, Monday to Friday 
and your hours are 10am to 6pm, Monday to Friday you are giving 
yourself almost no chance for success. You would be better served 
working 3 to 9 or 10pm or on weekends to accommodate.   

- On the other hand, if your ideal client is retired or works shift 
work, you can work almost any hours, but probably best served 
working a 9 to 5pm schedule so your client has their evenings off 
with their kids after school.  

 
 
 
11. What interior design do you think your ideal client enjoys?  
How are their houses decorated inside?  
Is it modern, Victorian, whites, etc.…. This will play a large part on how 
you should decorate your lash studio. When your clients go on 
vacation. What kind of interior design do they like or talk about. Think 
about creating your lash studio as an escape or a place they really enjoy 
the look and feel of.  
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Now that you have your ideal client you should have a pretty good idea  
WHERE they hang out.  
 
What salons do they visit? 
 
What schools do their kids attend? 
 
What groups and associations do they belong to? 
 
What online groups/forums can they be found on? 
 
With this information we are able to use simple techniques to market 
your business and services and bring your ideal clients into your lashing 
world. We are going to cover these next.  
 
Once you have a clear vision of your ideal client and proper price points 
on your lash services all you need to do is attract them!   
 
I want to you show a couple revolutionary systems that will completely 
change your view on marketing and grow your lash business from zero 
to booked… even if you’re starting from scratch! 
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ULTIMATE LASH FUNNEL 
 
You’ve got the lash skills, but where are the clients? 
 
I hear this all the time and to me this is the NUMBER ONE problem 
facing lash artists today.  
 
We all start with ZERO clients!  And for many lash artists that’s an 
extremely daunting task, especially if you’ve never been an 
entrepreneur before! But I’m here to tell you that you can drastically 
speed up your learning curve and grow your leads, clients and 
ultimately sales.  
 
How do I know? 
 
Because I’ve been where you’re at right now! I’ve started with nothing 
and made a lot of MISTAKES. Wasted a lot of MONEY. Tried and FAILED 
more times than I can remember. But after nearly a decade in the lash 
industry, I’ve discovered a handful of systems that can grow your leads, 
clients and sales. These systems can also position you as the lash expert 
in your area for long term success!  
 
They say you need to learn from your mistakes, but there is a much 
better way...  
 
LEARN FROM OTHERS MISTAKES.  
 
I have failed so you don’t have to! 
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And that’s why I’ve created this manual.  I’m about to give you a couple 
incredible concepts that will completely change how you think about 
marketing and how you can grow your lash business and NOT waste 
your time or money trying and failing over and over and learning from 
your own mistakes like I did.   
 
The two incredible systems we’re about to cover are called a Value 
Ladder and a Marketing Funnel.  
 
Get to know these two systems inside and out as they will completely 
change the way you look at your lash business forever! 
 
But before we dive into these systems, we need to rewind a little bit 
and go over a simple concept that every entrepreneur needs to 
understand.  
 
The ENTIRE goal of marketing is to GROW YOUR LIST and FOLLOWING.  
 
WHAT IS A LIST AND MORE IMPORTANTLY WHY DO I NEED ONE? 
 
A list is made up of potential client names and email addresses/phone 
numbers (also called leads) that you can market to, by email or text 
message. And once you have your list, all you need to do is educate 
your list and get them to know, like and trust you so they take action 
and become paying clients. It’s that simple! The bigger your list, the 
bigger your business and sales. So now, all you need to do is grow your 
list and from now until the day you sell your business your number one 
goal should be to grow your list!  
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I want you to really understand this list thing and how important it is 
for a number of reasons.  
 
Firstly, a list is traffic you CONTROL! Which is huge.  
 
But what do I mean?  
 
I mean, no one can take your list. No one can stop you from reaching 
your list. And more importantly you control what your list sees and 
when they see it! You are in total control.  
 
It seems like every year a new social media platform changes their 
algorithm and it totally disrupts companies and entire industries. For 
example, when we started in the lash industry, you wanted people to 
“Like” your Facebook page so that when you posted on your business 
page, that post showed up in everyone’s feed and everyone seen it. 
 
Then what happened?  
 
Facebook changed it algorithm and now only a fraction of your 
audience sees your post unless you pay to boost it.  
 
You can have 100,000 followers on Facebook and business is booming 
and then one day they change they way they do business and poof your 
business is gone!  
 
And make no mistake, Instagram, Youtube, etc… will all do this and 
they’ve already started, especially Youtube. But if you have a list of 
potential leads and clients - you OWN IT! It doesn’t matter what  
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happens on Facebook, Instagram or Youtube. You can send what you 
want, when you want to your list for FREE! 
 
The second part is the power of numbers. You want to grow your list as 
big as possible consisting of potential ideal clients.  
 
Why?  
 
Simple math.  
 
For example, if you send out an email with a new offer or service and 
10% take advantage of it, what do you make? Well it depends on the 
size of your list. If you have 1,000 leads and 10% take your offer, you’d 
have 100 sales. But, if you have a list of 10,000 (totally doable by the 
way) and 10% took advantage of your offer you’d have 1,000 sales!  
 
By sending the exact same email!   
 
Just imagine if after 3 years in your lash studio, you have a list of 5,000 
leads and you come out with a new brow service worth $25. You spend 
2 hours crafting an email and send it out to your list of leads.  
 
And the next week you have 5% of your list call you to book an 
appointment!  
 
How many appointments have you just made and what were the sales? 
 
Well 5,000 x 5% is 250 appointments. And 250 appointments x $25 is 
$6,250! By sending one email!  
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And just think if 10% of your list called to book!  
 
Do you see the power of growing a list?  
 
This is how big businesses make millions of dollars very easily and 
effectively! And this is how you can drastically change your business 
and bullet proof it for long term success!  
  
So how do you grow your list?  
 
This is the exciting part! I am going to show you a way to quickly and 
easily grow your list using two incredible systems called a Value Ladder 
and a Marketing Funnel! 
 
Are you ready? Here we go!  
 
First let’s cover the value ladder. 
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WHAT IS A VALUE LADDER?  
 
The goal of a value ladder is to draw in as many potential ideal clients 
as possible, by offering a FREE product, service, quiz, etc…. (also called 
an IRRESISTABLE OFFER) in exchange for their name, email address 
and/or phone number. The more valuable the FREE item is, the more 
likely a potential client, will give you their name and email address. 
Simply put, we offer a FREE offer to get them to join our list! 
 
Once we have that, we can now continually add value and educate 
them, through email, our blog and social media, and become the expert 
in their eyes.  
 
As they get to know and like you better, they will more than likely, want 
to do business with you.  
 
The easiest way to gain a customer, is to offer them something of value 
for FREE and then guide them up our value ladder, starting with 
cheaper products and services, and then more expensive as we 
continue to add value.  
 
At the same time, as part of a value ladder we want to get our clients 

on a continuity program. This is something our clients ideally come in 

for at least once a month. The great thing about lash extensions is that 

our clients have to typically visit us every 2-4 weeks for a fill. This is our 

continuity program! This is money we can bank on, each and every 

month!  
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Here is a picture of what a value ladder looks like: 
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LASH STUDIO VALUE LADDER  
 

Here is an example of a Lash Studio Value Ladder: 

 

 
In a value ladder designed for lash studios we can give away a number 
of things for FREE, to entice our ideal clients and stop them dead in 
their tracks while they’re scrolling online and pick up the phone or fill 
out an online form. Online forms are ideal, because it can be done 
24/7/365 and requires none of your time!  
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You could give away whatever you like, but in my studio, I offer a FREE 
set of lashes!  
 
I know what you’re thinking. That is impossible, and yes, you’d be right. 
I run ads targeting my IDEAL CLIENT, offering a free set of lashes, but 
when they click on the ad they are brought to a landing page asking for 
lash models for lash training days and if they are chosen as a lash model 
they receive a full set of lash extensions valued up to $200 completely 
for FREE! And in order to sign up as a lash model they need to enter 
their name and email address. Once they do that, they are now part of 
our list!  It’s that simple and it didn’t cost us anything! 
 
After that, I send out a one time offer or “OTO” for short. This is exactly 
what it sounds like. It’s a one time offer that I give potential clients, but 
they must take advantage of this offer, in a certain amount of time.  
 
For me this is $50 OFF a full set of lash extensions to be used within the 
next 30 days. Again, you can offer your leads anything as your one time 
offer, but that’s what has worked best for me over the years. You could 
give away a gift card, free lash cleanser, FREE brow shaping with a full 
set, etc…  or a combination or even switch it up every month. Anything 
that makes a lead take action and turns them into a “paying” client. Be 
creative and use what works best for you and your lash studio! 
 
After that, we have full priced sets and then other services and 
packages.  
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Also at the bottom of the ladder you can see the arrows and dollar 
signs. This is our continuity program. This is our lash fills, every 2-4 
weeks ranging from $40-$120. This will be different for everyone, 
depending on your area and pricing.  
 
The continuity program is the most important part of the value ladder 
and where we make a majority of our money in the lash studio. I cannot 
stress this enough. This should be your entire goal. To fill your schedule 
with fills. I personally don’t even worry about full sets. However, we 
must create an incentive, for our continuity clients to stay long term. In 
order to grow and keep our continuity clients (this is long term and life 
long clients) we must provide an excellent experience and a stickiness 
factor and also create the image of the expert so they won’t even think 
about going anywhere else!  
 
We can do this by using a number of different options. Loyalty program, 
continual education, referral program, corporate rate programs… just 
to name a few. These are systems designed to keep clients coming back 
again and again.  
 
To recap, the goal of a lash value ladder is to get as many leads and 
potential clients in the door as possible and then offer them an amazing 
experience and “feeling” to keep them coming back every 2-3 weeks 
long term.  
 

Next, we need to cover a Marketing Funnel…  
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WHAT IS A MARKETING FUNNEL? 

This concept goes hand in hand with the value ladder but will give you a 
different view of the system. 
 
A marketing funnel is a very simple concept, where you will gather as 
many leads as possible (names and email addresses) and convert them 
from traffic you don’t own to traffic you own. We can gather leads in a 
number of ways, but the very easiest and most effective, comes from 
online ads and more specifically Facebook ads, because you can easily 
pinpoint who you are marketing to. Exactly like a Lash Ladder.   
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Here is an example of a generic marketing funnel: 
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LASH STUDIO MARKETING FUNNEL  
 
The most important thing to realize about online ads, is that it must 
catch the attention, of our ideal client. Ads are no good, if no one 
notices. We need to construct an ad or bait, that catches our ideal 
clients attention, and stops them dead in their tracks, as they’re 
leisurely scrolling online.  
 
Again, in our case, we are going to create an ad that says, FREE SET OF 
LASHES – LASH MODELS NEEDED. (Our irresistible offer) 
 
Once they click the ad, they will be directed to a form, where they can 
leave their name, phone number and email address, so we can reach 
them in the future.  They are now a lead, and we can market to them, 
via traffic we own like email, SMS our blog and social media accounts. 
And the cost of this is now FREE. The goal of gathering leads is simple. 
To show them why you are the lash expert and turn them from a cold 
lead to a hot lead, ready to take advantage of your one time offer.  
 
Once a lead takes advantage of our one time offer, we need to wow 
them at their initial appointment. We need them to leave with a certain 
feeling, not just lashes. The goal of these one time offers or full sets, is 
to make these clients, come every 2-3 weeks for a fill, and become long 
term or even life long clients. This is our main goal. 
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Here is an example of what a Lash Studio Marketing Funnel looks like in 
action: 
 

 
 
 
As you can see, both the lash ladder and lash funnel have the same 
goal, just show a different point of view. To gather as many leads as 
possible and grow your list and audience and then turn these leads into 
paying customers and long term clients coming back every 2-3 weeks!  
 
Pretty cool, right! 
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 ZERO TO BOOKED FAST START PROGRAM  
EVEN IF YOU ARE STARTING FROM SCRATCH… 

 

    The goal of the Zero to Booked Fast Track Program is to get any lash 
artist a large clientele as fast as possible, but most importantly gain the 
experience and skills necessary to succeed long term, even if you’re 
starting from scratch, with zero experience or clients. This system aims 
to fast track a lash artist’s learning curve and have an 80%+ booked 
schedule within 6 months, even if you’re starting from scratch! 
 
     Using traditional marketing methods, it takes most lash artists years 
to “build a loyal clientele” and “make a name for yourself”. This is 
typically the case, because lash artists have traditionally been building 
their clientele by addition and not multiplication and because most lash 
artists truly don’t have a real marketing and education system in place. 
Not only is this slow and time consuming, it is also expensive.  
 
Let me explain. 
 
     In the past, a lash artist would put an ad out on Facebook or 
Instagram or go hand out business cards or flyers around town. They 
would advertise their full set and fill price with a couple nice pictures 
and “hope” someone would call to book an appointment. When 
someone does book an appointment, they would do as good a job as 
possible on that client and “hope” they’ll come back for a fill. If they 
didn’t, they would need to go hand out more cards and put more ads to 
“hopefully” get a few more clients to call and book an appointment. 
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   The problem with this method is that we don’t take our client’s 
“journey” or “experience” into account and see it through their eyes. 
This is called your client’s customer journey and it’s a very important 
concept. And here’s how it works. 
 
  For a second, let’s imagine a lash artist created a beautiful ad on 
Facebook and spend $100 to advertise their full sets valued at $175.  
 
   If you, as a potential client, are just scrolling through Facebook and 
see this random beautifully created ad for a full set of lashes worth 
$175 and know nothing about this lash artist, their work, location, skills, 
etc…. would you instantly pick up your phone and call to book an 
appointment or go online and book directly online?  
 
   Probably not.  
 
   This lash artist might get 2 or 3 people to call and book an 
appointment because the timing was just right for those few clients. 
Maybe they had a trip or a special event coming up and didn’t know 
any other lash artist to contact.  
 
   Using this method, this lash artist spent $100 on advertising and 
made $525 (3 full sets x $175) in sales creating a profit of $425, but this 
lash artist must do this every month and can only gain 2 to 3 new 
clients per month.  
 
     Now let’s imagine what your potential clients are going to do before 
they actually book a lash appointment with you and “why” they came 
to their decision. Most of your clients are going to head to Google, do a 
little bit of research. See if they can learn about who’s good and who’s  
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not. They want to see who has the most positive reviews, testimonials,  
before and afters and who looks like the expert in their area. And then, 
if they are still unsure, ultimately, they’ll ask friends or family who they 
go to or who they heard was good as well.  
 
   Your potential clients want to hear what others have to say. They 
want to be reassured and feel they are making a smart choice. So… 
from this point of view, in order for potential clients, to call and book 
an appointment with you, you need to be viewed as the lash expert in 
your area and have a wealth of positive reviews and testimonials to 
back you up.  And the only way you can become the lash expert in your 
area is to continually be educating your clients and potential audience. 
 
   You may know everything there is to know about lash extensions, but 
do your clients??  
 
   Most likely not.  
 
   Most lash artists don’t want to take the time to educate their clients 
or audience, but not you! This is how you will set yourself apart from 
the competition and be viewed as the expert. Not only is this the 
quickest way to have success in the lash industry, but also the best way 
to set yourself up for long term success. When a potential client goes 
online to do a little research or asks a friend who’s good, they’ll 
probably say you, even if they’ve never been to your lash studio, 
because you are viewed as the expert and are continually educating 
your clients and potential audience.  
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   Now what if I can show you an easy to follow system that not only 
positions you as the lash expert in your area, but guarantees you have  
clients calling to book with you while predictably and profitably 
acquiring leads, clients and ultimately sales 24/7/365. And we are going 
to pull it all together using the Lash Ladder and Marketing Funnel.  
 
Would that be cool? 
 
   Now let me tell you a different story than the one above. One where 
your client is instantly drawn your ad, clicks and is brought into your 
lash world where she can be educated and get to know, like and trust 
you and ultimately become a long-term paying client who refers all her 
friends and family to you. 
 
  This time, imagine one of your potential clients is scrolling through 
Facebook or Instagram and sees an ad that says,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
   Obviously, your client is curious. “Is this for real?” and “heck yeah I’ll 
take a free set!” So, they click on the ad and it brings her to landing 
page that talks about needing lash models for staff training days to 
work on advanced, cutting edge lashing techniques in the lash industry.  
 

 
 

LASH MODELS NEEDED  
FREE SET OF LASH EXTENSIONS (VALUED AT $175) 

CLICK HERE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS  
OPPORTUNITY RIGHT NOW! 
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And in order to be a lash model, she must enter her name and email 
address in order to be contacted at a later date as one of your lash 
models to receive a FREE set of lashes valued at $175.  
 
   Of course,  she’ll enter her name and email address! 
 
After she hits submit, she instantly gets an email that thanks her for 
signing up to be one of your lash models at a future date. In the email it 
has a little bit of information on your lash studio, your mission, what it 
looks like and a link to your website to view prices, etc… There is also a 
link to your lash studio’s social media pages, testimonials, before and 
afters, etc… 
 
    After 7 days she receives another email, thanking her for registering 
as one of your lash models, but in this email,  she also gets a $50 OFF 
limited time offer (or “OTO”) for a full set of lash extensions that 
expires after 30 days.  
 
    In the meantime, she continues to receive emails about what 
education your lash studio is doing, why you’re doing it and send before 
and afters and testimonials from clients on how much they love the 
experience and quality of your service. 
 
    More than likely she is probably going to take advantage of this $50 
OFF limited time offer before it expires and become a long-term paying 
client or at the very least a fan of your lash studio and if anyone asks 
where to go she’ll definitely say your place! 
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   Now, lets imagine you own this this lash studio and using this system 
you spent the same $100 on Facebook or Instagram with your FREE SET 
OF LASHES ad. How many people do you think are going to click and 
enter their name and email address? (Note: you could also collect cell 
phone numbers)  
    
   In my experience, you will probably have at the very least, 1,000 or 
more people come to your landing page and 10-25% sign up (100 -250 
LEADS) who gave you their name and email address to sign up as a 
potential lash model!  
 
   Remember, using the traditional method, mentioned above, that lash 
artist got maybe 2 or 3.  
 
  Then, once the automated $50 OFF email is sent (this means no work 
for you – you’re probably too busy lashing to send emails anyway!) 
you’ll probably have 5% (5-10 clients) out of your 100-250 new leads 
take you up on your one time offer (OTO of $50 OFF). Plus… you’ve 
started to grow an audience that you can continually market to,  
FOR FREE, by email and most importantly, started to position yourself 
as the lash expert in your area!  
 
   You will now have 100 – 250 leads who will eventually do business 
with you or refer people to you! And you will do this every month! That 
means over the course of one year you’d have a list of 1200 – 3000 
leads on your list and have done 60 – 120 full sets of lashes and grown 
your clientele to where you have a waiting list of leads wanting to book 
with you!  
 
Pretty cool right?  
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   With this system, you spent the same $100 on Facebook or Instagram 
ads, but got $1,250 (10 x $125) in sales, making $1,150 profit after 
subtracting the $100 in ad spend. And you could have 10 people now 
coming back for fills in the upcoming few weeks, plus now has a list of 
100 – 250 people to educate and market to, completely for FREE!  
 
   Now, which system would you rather use for your lash studio? 
 
   And is your new list of leads and clients happy with their customer 
journey and experience? If you asked them to leave a positive review or 
testimonial, do you think they’d leave one? Do you think they’ll tell 
their friends about your lash studio? 
 
   Of course!  
 
   I’m sure you can see the benefit of using a system that can 
predictably and profitably acquire leads, clients and sales 24/7/365 and 
position you as the lash expert in your area! 
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HERE ARE THE EXACT STEPS TO GO FROM  

ZERO TO BOOKED EVEN IF YOU’RE STARTING FROM SCRATCH… 
 
1. Design WHO is your ideal client?  
2. Determine WHERE is your ideal client?  
3. WHAT offer can I use to attract my ideal client effortlessly? (ie. FREE set of 
lashes – lash models wanted!)  
4. CREATE online ads (ie. FREE SET of lashes – lash models wanted!) running 
24/7/365 on Facebook/Instagram/Google, etc… targeting your ideal client profile. 
The more traffic you can get to see your ads the more leads you are going to 
gather  
5. Once a lead clicks on your ad they will be taken to your MODEL CALL online 
form where they enter their name, email address and phone number (optional) so 
they can be contacted in the future as one of your lash models  
6. Your NEW LEADS gets an automated email with your ONE TIME OFFER or 
“OTO” ($50 OFF a full set of lash extensions. Must be taken advantage of in next 
30 days. Limited time offer)  
7. Select lash models for training day (ONCE A MONTH) from your list of leads  
8. Take BEFORE + AFTERS of models, get TESTIMONIALS and rebook for fill  
9. POST before + afters and testimonials on the TRAFFIC WE OWN (email, blog 
and social media)  
10. Continue to send all leads and current clientele, emails consisting of before + 
afters, lash education, testimonials, eye shaping and product updates. A good rule 
for proper email communication is ¾ of the emails are EDUCATIONAL and a ¼ are 
SALES emails meant to make your leads take action and become clients.  
11. This continual monthly education with your new leads and current clients 
positions you as the LASH EXPERT in your area  
12. REPEAT steps 4 – 11 each and every month 
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Now, the second part of this guide is how to implement this system 
depending on where you are at in your lash career. 
 
And there are 3 options: 
 
1. New to the lash industry with no experience and clients 
2. You are an experienced lash stylist who works on your own, but still 

wants or needs to grow your clientele 
3. You are a lash studio owner and your main objective is to hire, train 

and grow each new lash artist’s clientele 
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NEW TO THE LASH INDUSTRY WITH ZERO EXPERIENCE OR CLIENTELE 

 
If you are starting here with no experience and no clients, I want to 
congratulate you on making one of the best career choices in my 
opinion! The lash industry is still rapidly growing and is an amazing 
choice if you want to earn a great income and have flexible hours. 
However, this is not a get rick quick scheme. This industry requires hard 
work and determination, but if you put the time in you can have an 
amazing and rewarding career that can absolutely change your life! If 
you are starting from scratch… this is how it is done, step by step!   
  
1. Attend lash certification training course 
 
2. Design a very simple LASH MODEL LANDING PAGE to gather 

potential clients names, phone numbers and email addresses. Create 
and post a Facebook ad, targeting your IDEAL CLIENT that says “ Lash 
Models Needed – FREE set of Lash Extensions” that leads to your 
landing page. Choose 10 FREE full set applications out of your lash 
model leads or friends/family to quickly grow your skill level. Ideally, 
this should take 2 to 3 weeks maximum. Aim to perform a minimum 
of 5 fills in this time on the first 5 full set models done. (FOR FREE) 

 
3. After the 3 weeks of FREE sets and 5 fills, launch yourself as a Junior 

Stylist and offer the next 10 full sets for $50. Ideally, aim to 
accomplish these next 10 full sets in 2 or 3 weeks again. Aim to 
rebook 7 to 8 (70 – 80%) of these $50 full set clients for fills. You will 
charge Junior Stylist pricing on these fills now. Typically, Junior Stylist  
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pricing is $50 less on full sets and $20 less on fills than Senior Stylist 
pricing. Again, create and post a Facebook ad about the $50 full sets, 
targeting your IDEAL CLIENT, as well as an email blast to your 
growing list. This step is about creating awareness for you, plus 
continuing to quickly grow your lash skills, which is the real key to 
success.  

 
NOTE: Again, the reason you do the $50 sets is to grow your skills and 
experience. I have seen so many lash artists graduate their lash course 
and try and charge $150+ out of the gate and have very limited lash 
skills or experience and it literally takes them forever to grow their 
skills, experience and clientele. With the Zero to Booked system, many 
lash artists do more lash sets and fills in 6 months time, then most do in 
a couple years. Remember, it’s not HOW LONG you’ve been lashing, but 
HOW MANY lashes you’ve been doing. You can be an exceptional lash 
artist in a short period of time if you’ve done the reps and worked with 
a large variation of clients and eye styles. 
 
4. Once you perform 10 x $50 full sets the price of full sets starts at 

regular junior stylist pricing. Typically, junior stylist pricing is $50 less 
then full sets and $20 less on fills than senior stylist pricing. Create 
and post an ad, targeting your same IDEAL CLIENT audience, 
explaining junior stylist pricing. (NOTE: you can create your own 
junior stylist pricing system that works best for you!)  

 
5. Continue at junior stylist pricing for the next 3 months to quickly 

grow your clientele at a lower initial rate than fellow senior stylists. 
This also takes pressure off you to perform at the same skill level as 
other senior stylist’s quality of work and also the length of the lash  
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appointment. In this way, clients booking with you, know they are 
saving money by seeing a junior stylist, but quality might not be 100% 
yet and the appointment might take slightly longer than a senior stylist. 
If all goes well, by the end of the 3 month junior stylist internship, your 
skills should be sufficient to be promoted to senior stylist.  
 
VERY IMPORTANT: Please do not rush or worry about your time in the 
beginning. Do every lash you can and do the best job possible EVERY 
TIME. If it takes you 3 to 4 hours that’s fine. Quality over quantity. Your 
time will get better as you do more reps and applications.  
 
NOTE: During this 3 month period when you’re pricing yourself as a 
Junior Stylist, please resist the urge to graduate to Senior Stylist too 
soon. Trust the process. Yes, you will possibly make less money in the 
short run, but when you graduate to Senior Stylist pricing after the 3 
months with a booked schedule, this is when you will see the 
difference. You will be giving yourself a HUGE RAISE when you graduate 
to Senior Stylist after the 3 months with a completely booked out 
schedule versus half a book of clients or less. 
 
6. During the 3 month junior stylist program, each and every month, 

hold a training day to grow your skills. Book an entire day off to work 
on a specific skill, do two lash models, take before and afters and 
gather testimonials for marketing purposes. You will use these 
before and afters, testimonials and lash education to not only teach 
your clients and audience, but POSITION YOURSELF AS THE EXPERT. 
Continue to run your LASH MODELS NEEDED ad targeting your IDEAL 
CLIENT to grow your audience and email list.  
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7. Graduate to senior stylist pricing starting month 4. Continue with 

training days and educating your clients and potential audience. This 
will not only get your audience to like, know and trust you, but 
ultimately do business with you and POSITIONS YOU AS THE LASH 
EXPERT IN YOUR AREA! 

 
8. Continue to run your LASH MODEL ads to grow your audience which 

includes your email list and social media accounts. Continue with 
lash training days each and every month. 
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ZERO TO BOOKED IN 6 MONTHS Week by Week 

 
Weeks 1 -3: Do 10 FREE sets + 5 fills(which means half of your full sets rebooked 
in the first 3 weeks) 
 
Weeks 4 - 6: Do 10 x $50 Full sets + 7 fills(7 out of 10 rebooked) + 5 fills from 
previous FREE sets (12 ideal clients total)  
 
Weeks 7 - 19: Junior Stylist Pricing ($50 OFF Sr. Stylist Full Sets and $20 OFF Sr. 
Stylist Fills) Continue to lash your 12 clients from weeks 1-6 plus aim to add 2 new 
clients per week or 8 per month from your one time offer and email marketing.  
(8 x 3 months = 24) 
This would equal 36 clients total (12 + 24 new clients) 
 
Weeks 20 – 24: Graduate to Senior Stylist at week 20 and continue to add only 2 
new clients per week for the next 4 weeks (8 new clients) 
You might lose a few clients when you graduate to Senior Stylist Pricing, but not 
to worry as you will more then make up for it with the increase in pricing.  
 
In my experience, our stylists typically lose 10% of their clients when they 
graduate.  
 
36 x 10% = 3.6 or 4 clients  
36 – 4 = 32 clients 
32 + 8 new clients after graduation = 40 clients total by end of week 24 (6 
months) 
 
Typically, if you are lashing full time, 40 hours a week, 50 clients coming in every 2 
to 2.5 weeks for refills is 100% booked. If you have 40 clients by the end of the 6 
month program your are approximately 80+% booked. 
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YOU’RE AN EXPERIENCED LASH ARTIST  

WANTING TO GROW YOUR LASH BUSINESS 
 
1. CREATE online ads (ie. FREE SET of lashes – lash models wanted!) 

running 24/7/365 on Facebook/Instagram/Google, etc… targeting 
your ideal client profile. The more traffic you can get to see your ads 
the more leads you are going to gather 
 

2. Once a lead clicks on your ad they will be taken to your MODEL CALL 
online form where they enter their name, email address and phone 
number so they can be contacted in the future as one of your lash 
models  

 
3. Your NEW LEADS receive an automated email with your ONE TIME 

OFFER or “OTO” ($50 OFF a full set of lash extensions) Must be taken 
advantage of in next 30 days. Limited time offer.  

 
4. Select lash models for training day (ONCE A MONTH) from your list 

of leads.  
 
5. Take BEFORE + AFTERS of models, get TESTIMONIALS and rebook for 

fills.  
 
6. POST before + afters and testimonials on the TRAFFIC YOU OWN 

(email, blog and social media).  
 
7. Continue to send all leads and current clientele, emails consisting of 

before + afters, lash education, testimonials, eye shaping and  
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product updates. A good rule for proper email communication is ¾ of 
the emails are EDUCATIONAL and a ¼ are SALES emails meant to 
make your leads take action and become clients.  
 

8. This continual monthly education with your new leads and current 
clients positions you as the LASH EXPERT in your area. 
  

9. REPEAT each and every month. 
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YOU’RE A LASH STUDIO OWNER AND YOUR MAIN OBJECTIVE 
 IS TO HIRE, TRAIN AND GROW YOUR STAFF OF LASH ARTISTS 

 
1. Design a very simple LASH MODEL LANDING PAGE to gather 

potential clients names, phone numbers and email addresses. Create 
and post a Facebook or Instagram ad, targeting your IDEAL CLIENT 
that says “ Lash Models Needed – FREE set of Lash Extensions” that 
leads to your landing page.  
 

2. If you are training your own staff from scratch, choose 10 FREE full 
set applications out of your lash model leads to quickly grow your 
new hire' skill level. Ideally, this should take 2 to 3 weeks maximum. 
Aim to perform a minimum of 5 fills in this time on the first 5 full set 
models done. (FOR FREE) 

 
3. After the 3 weeks of FREE sets and 5 fills, launch your lash hire as a 

Junior Stylist and offer the next 10 full sets for $50. Ideally, aim to 
accomplish these next 10 full sets in 2 or 3 weeks again. Aim to 
rebook 7 to 8 (70 – 80%) of these $50 full set clients for fills. Your 
new staff member will charge Junior Stylist pricing on these fills now. 
Typically, Junior Stylist pricing is $50 less then full sets and $20 less 
on fills than Senior Stylist pricing. Again, create and post a Facebook 
ad about the $50 full sets, targeting your IDEAL CLIENT, as well as an 
email blast to your growing list. This step is about creating 
awareness for your hire plus continuing to quickly grow their lash 
skills, which is the TRUE key to success. 

 
NOTE: Again, the reason you do the $50 sets is to grow their skills and 
experience. I have seen so many lash artists graduate their lash course 
and try and charge $150+ out of the gate and have very limited lash  
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skills or experience and it literally takes them forever to grow their 
skills, experience and clientele. With the Zero to Booked system, many 
lash artists do more lash sets and fills in 6 months time, then most do in 
a couple of years. Remember, it’s not HOW LONG you’ve been lashing, 
but HOW MANY lashes you’ve been doing. You can be an exceptional 
lash artist in a short period of time if you’ve done the reps and worked 
with a large variation of clients and eye styles. 
 
NOTE: If your new lash artist hire is already experienced I would skip 
step 2 and move straight into the 10 x $50 full sets. I still do this step, so 
I can really market my new hire and build them a clientele quickly. I also 
highly recommend that you check every set and fill your new lash artist 
does during this time to ensure their skills are sufficient and their new 
clients are happy. 
 
4. Once they perform 10 x $50 full sets, the price of full sets starts at 

regular junior stylist pricing. Typically, junior stylist pricing is $50 less 
then full sets and $20 less on fills than senior stylist pricing. Create 
and post a Facebook ad, targeting your same IDEAL CLIENT audience, 
explaining junior stylist pricing. (NOTE: you can create your own 
junior stylist pricing system that works best for you!)  

 
5. Continue at junior stylist pricing for the next 3 months to quickly 

grow their clientele at a lower initial rate than fellow senior stylists. 
This also takes pressure off of them to perform at the same skill level 
as other senior stylist’s who work in your lash studio and not worry 
about the length of the lash appointment as well. In this way, clients 
booking with them, know they are saving money by seeing a junior 
stylist, but quality might not be 100% yet and also the appointment  
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might take slightly longer than a senior stylist. If all goes well, by the 
end of the 3 month junior stylist internship, their skills should be 
sufficient to be promoted to senior stylist and their time to finish 
sets and fills should be similar to other Senior Stylists. 

 
VERY IMPORTANT: Please do not rush or worry about your time in the 
beginning. Make sure they do every lash they can and do the best job 
possible EVERY TIME. If it takes them 3 to 4 hours that’s fine. Quality 
over quantity. Their time will get better as they do more reps and 
applications.  
 
NOTE: During this 3 month period when they’re pricing is set at Junior 
Stylist, please resist the urge to graduate them to Senior Stylist too 
soon. Trust the process. Yes, both of you will possibly make less money 
in the short run, but when they graduate to Senior Stylist pricing after 
the 3 months with a booked schedule, this is when you will see the 
difference. Both of you will be giving yourself such a HUGE RAISE when 
they graduate to Senior Stylist after the 3 months with a completely 
booked out schedule versus half a book of clients or less. 
 
6. During the 3 month junior stylist program, each and every month, 

hold a training day to grow their skills. Book an entire day off to work 
on a skill, do two lash models, take before and afters and gather 
testimonials for marketing purposes. You will use these before and 
afters, testimonials and lash education to not only teach your clients 
and audience but POSITION YOURSELF AND YOUR STAFF AS THE 
EXPERTS. Continue to run your LASH MODELS NEEDED Facebook ad 
targeting your IDEAL CLIENT to grow your audience and email list.  
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7. Graduate to senior stylist pricing starting month 4. Continue with 

training days and educating your clients and potential audience. This 
will not only train your audience to like, know and trust you and your 
staff but ultimately do business with you and POSITION YOUR LASH 
STUDIO AS THE LASH EXPERTS IN YOUR AREA! 

 
8. Continue to run your LASH MODEL ads to grow your audience which 

includes your email list and social media accounts. Continue with 
lash training days each and every month. 

 

9. REPEAT this with each new lash artist hire until your lash studio is 
completely booked! 
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     Now you have the blueprint to go from zero to booked with a steady stream of 
leads, clients and sales to drastically grow your lash business!  
 
It’s now in your hands to simply follow the steps and take action and start 
creating yourself as the expert and building your list! 
 
Remember, this system works if you do. 
 
 
Good luck, 
 
 
Kevin Buyan 
 
 

 

What’s Next? 


